Quick Reference Guide

Journals listed alphabetically by title

Check our digital catalogue for anything you cannot find here.

January 2023
Cambridge Journal of International and Comparative Law

Cambridge Journal of Law, Politics, and Art
2021 onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - C

Cambridge Law Journal
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – C (vol. 1 1921 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE (1921-2020), WESTLAW (1998 onwards)

Cambridge Quarterly of Healthcare Ethics
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Cambridge Student Law Review
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE, WESTLAW

Capital Taxes and Estate Planning Quarterly
1986 - 1992
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – C

Capital Taxes Quarterly
1984 - 1985
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - C

The Catholic Lawyer
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

Charity Finance
April 2017 onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – C

The Charity Law and Practice Review
Vol. 1 (1992/93) onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - C

Child and Family Law Quarterly
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – C (vol. 7 no. 2 1995 onwards); ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE (vol. 1, 1988 - vol. 28 no. 3 2016), LEXIS (vol. 7 1995 onwards)

Civil Court News
Vol. 1 (2001) onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – C; ONLINE RESOURCE – LEXIS

Civil Court Service Newsletter
November 2001 onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – C

Civil Justice Quarterly
Reference: JOURNALS – C (1982 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW (1986 onwards)

Civil Procedure News
Issue 1 (1999) onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – C;
ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW

Common Law World Review

Communications Law
2005 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

The Company, Financial and Insolvency Law Review
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – C

Company Law and Insolvency Newsletter
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – C

The Company Lawyer
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – C (vol. 1 1980 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW (1986 onwards)

Company Secretary’s Review
2000 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – LEXIS
Competition Law International
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Compliance and Risk
Vol. 4 (2015) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Compliance Officer Bulletin
Vol. 10 (2003) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Computer and Telecommunications Law Review
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Computers and Law
Vol. 7 (1996) – vol. 31, no. 2 (Feb 2020)
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – C

Construction Law International
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Construction Law
1999 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

Construction Law Journal
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – C (vol. 1 1984 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE (vol. 1, 2003 – vol. 18 2022), WESTLAW (1986 onwards)

Construction Newsletter
2005 - 2016
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

The Conveyancer
Vol. 1 (1915) – vol. 21 (1939)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF;
ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE

The Conveyancer and Property Lawyer
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – C (vol. 1 1936 – vol. 41 1977; 1978 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW (1986 onwards)

The Conveyancers’ Year Book
1940 - 1951
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

Copyright and New Media Law
Vol. 1 (1997) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

Corporate Rescue and Insolvency Journal
1997 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

Counsel
April/May 1988 onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – C

Coventry Law Journal
2000 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Criminal Law Bulletin
Issue 127 (Feb. 2014) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

The Criminal Law Review
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – C (vol. 1 1954 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW (1986 onwards)

Criminal Law Week
1997 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

The Criminal Lawyer
2005 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW
Croner’s Health and Safety Briefing
1994 - 2010
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - C

Current Legal Problems
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – C (1948 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – LEXIS (2005 onwards)

Current Sentencing Practice News
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – C (Issue 1 1996 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW (1995 onwards)

The Denning Law Journal
Vol. 1 (1986) onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – D;
ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE

De Voil Indirect Tax Intelligence
Shelf Reference:
TEXTBOOK BAY – DEV (Current year);
OLD EDITIONS – D (1996 – pre-current year);
ONLINE RESOURCE – LEXIS (1999 onwards)

De Voil Indirect Tax Service VAT Briefing
Nov. 1999 - Dec. 2013
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – D

Disqualification Newsletter
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – D (No. 39 Feb 2010 – No 52 May 2013);
ONLINE RESOURCE – LEXIS (No. 17 Nov 2003 onwards)

Ecclesiastical Law Journal
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - E (1987 onwards)
ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE (1987-2020),
WESTLAW (1987 onwards)

Education Law Journal
2000 - 2016
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – LEXIS

Elder Law Journal
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

Electronic Business Law
1999 - 2007
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – LEXIS

Emmet and Farrand on Title Bulletin
Shelf Reference:
TEXTBOOK BAY – E (current year);
ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW (2011 onwards)

Employment Law : Questions and Answers
1996 - 2007
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - E

Employment Law Bulletin
1994 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Employment Law Newsletter
1993 - 1997
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – E

Encyclopedia of Local Government Law Bulletin
2012 onwards
Shelf Reference: TEXTBOOK BAY – E;
ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Encyclopedia of Planning Law and Practice Monthly Bulletin
Vol. 1 (1990) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Environment in Business
2008 - 2010
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

Environmental Law Review

Estates Gazette
Vol. 135 (1940) onwards
Shelf Reference: DESK XI; JOURNALS - E
European Business Organization Law Review
Vol. 2000 - 2014
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

European Company and Financial Law Review
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

European Competition Journal
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

European Competition Law Review
1986 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

European Constitutional Law Review
Shelf Reference:

European Criminal Law Review
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

European Human Rights Law Review
1996 onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - E;
ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

European Intellectual Property Review
1986 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

European Journal of International Law

European Journal of Risk Regulation
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

European Law Review
R - APPLY TO STAFF (vol. 1 1975 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW (1986 onwards)

European Lawyer
2000 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW

European Newsletter
2003 - 2011
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

European Union News
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - E

Family Law
Vol. 1 (1971) onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – F;
ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

Family Law Bulletin
Jan. 2001 - Nov. 2010
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - F

Family Law Journal
No. 30 (Oct. 2003) - no. 31 (Nov. 2003); no. 42 (Dec./Jan. 2005); no. 47 (June 2005); no. 49 (Sept. 2005) onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - F

Family Matters
1993 - 2000
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - F

Financial Services Brief
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - F

Freedom of Information
IDS Employment Law Brief
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – I (Jan. 1989 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW (2003 onwards)

Grotius Society : Papers read before the Society
Vol. 1 (1915) – vol. 3 (1917)
Shelf Reference: INTERNATIONAL LAW – JOURNALS; ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Grotius Society Transactions
Vol. 4 (1918) – vol. 44 (1959)
Shelf Reference: INTERNATIONAL LAW – JOURNALS; ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Hague Journal of the Rule of Law
2009 - 2015
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW

Health and Safety at Work
2005 - 2016
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Health and Safety Bulletin
2008 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

Health and Safety Management Newsletter
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – H

Human Rights Law Review
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Insurance and Reinsurance Law Briefing
Issue 1 (Nov. 1996) - issue 164 (10 Jan. 2011)
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - I

Intellectual Property Law and Policy
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

International and Comparative Law Quarterly
1997 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Inside Track : Civil Litigation Newsletter
Sept. 1997 - October. 2006
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - I

Insolvency Intelligence
1988 - 2021
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Insolvency Lawyer
1999 - 2003
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

International and Comparative Law Quarterly
Shelf Reference: INTERNATIONAL LAW – JOURNALS (vol. 1 1952 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE (1952-2020), WESTLAW (1986 onwards)

The Industrial Law Journal
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – I (vol. 1 1972 onwards);

Information & Communications Technology Law
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Intellectual Property Quarterly
1997 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

IPS Employment Law Brief
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – I (Jan. 1989 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW (2003 onwards)
International and Comparative Law Quarterly: Supplementary Publications

International Arbitration Law Review
Vol. 1 (1997) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

International Banking and Financial Law
1991 - 1998
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

International Banking Law
1986 - 1991
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

International Business Law Journal

International Company and Commercial Law Review
1990 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW

International Energy Law and Taxation Review
2000 - 2007
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW

International Energy Law Review
2008 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW

International Family Law Journal
2003 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – LEXIS

International Financial Law Review
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

International Insurance Law Review
1993 - 1998
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

International Journal of Constitutional Law

International Journal of Cultural Property

International Journal of Evidence and Proof

International Journal of Law and Information Technology

International Journal of Law and Management
2008 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

International Journal of Law in Context

International Journal of Law Libraries
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

International Journal of Law, Policy and the Family

International Journal of Legal Information
Vol. 7 (1982) onwards
Shelf Reference: LV – APPLY TO STAFF
International Journal of Legislative Drafting and Law Reform
Vol. 1 (2012) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

International Journal of Psychoanalysis
2005 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

International Journal of Refugee Law
Shelf Reference:

The International Law Quarterly
Shelf Reference:
INTERNATIONAL LAW – JOURNALS;
ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

International Legal Materials
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

International Litigation Procedure
1990 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

International Review of Intellectual Property and Competition Law
Vol. 24 (1993) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

International Sports Law Review
2001 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW

International Tax Review
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

International Theory
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

International Trade Law and Regulation
1995 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Internet Newsletter for Lawyers
Jan/Feb 1997 onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – I

Journal of Armed Conflict Law
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE

The Journal of Business Law
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – J (1957 onwards); ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW (1986 onwards)

Journal of Child Law
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – J

The Journal of Comparative Law

Journal of Competition Law and Economics
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Journal of Conflict and Security Law

The Journal of Corporate Law Studies
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – J (2001 onwards);

The Journal of Criminal Law

Journal of Elder Law and Capacity
2019 - 2020
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – J
Journal of Energy and Natural Resources Law
Vol. 1 (1983) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE

Journal of Environmental Law

Journal of Housing Law
Vol. 1 (1997) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Journal of Immigration, Asylum and Nationality Law
Vol. 1 (2005) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Journal of the Institute of Bankers
Vol. 84 (1963) - vol. 95 (1974)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

Journal of International Banking and Financial Law
Vol. 10 (1995) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

Journal of International Banking Law
1986 - 2003
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Journal of International Banking Law and Regulation
2003 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Journal of International Commercial Law and Technology
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE

Journal of the International Commission of Jurists
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

Journal of International Criminal Justice

Journal of International Economic Law

Journal of International Financial Markets
1999 - 2002
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

The Journal of International Maritime Law
Vol. 10 (2004) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

Journal of International Tax, Trust and Corporate Planning

The Journal of Jurisprudence
Vol. 9 (1865) - vol. 35 (1891)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

Journal of Law, Economics and Organization

The Journal of Law and Religion

Journal of Legal Analysis
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

The Journal of Legal History
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – J (1980 onwards);
Journal of Local Government Law
1998 - 2003
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW

Journal of Media Law
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE

Journal of Patient Safety and Risk Management
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

Journal of Personal Injury Law
2000 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Journal of Personal Injury Litigation
1994 – 2000
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Journal of Planning and Environment Law
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – J (1973 onwards); ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW (1986 onwards)

Journal of Planning Law
1949 - 1953
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - J

The Journal of Planning and Property Law
1954 - 1972
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – J

Journal of Private International Law
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – J (2005 onwards);

Journal of Quality in Maintenance Engineering
2005 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – LEXIS

Journal of Refugee Studies
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Journal of Social Security Law
1994 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW

Journal of the Society of Comparative Legislation and International Law
Vol. 1 (1896/1897) - vol. 2 (1897); New series Vol. 1 (1899) - vol. 18 (1918); Third series Vol. 1 (1919) - vol. 33 (1951)
Shelf Reference: SC – APPLY TO STAFF

The Journal of the Society of Public Teachers of Law
1924 - 1938 [old series]; 1947 - 1980 [new series]
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – J;
ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE

Journal of World Energy Law and Business
Vol. 1 (2008) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

Journal of World Trade Law
Shelf Reference: INTERNATIONAL LAW - JOURNALS

JSB Journal: The Journal of the Judicial Studies Board
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - J

Judicial Review
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – J (vol. 1 1996 onwards);

The Jurist, or, Quarterly Journal of Jurisprudence and Legislation
Vol. 1 (1827) - vol. 4 pt. 1 (Feb. 1833)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

Kemp News
2005 issue 3 - 2010 issue 4
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – K;
ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW
King's College Law Journal
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - K

King's Law Journal
Vol. 18 (2007) onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – K

The Kingston Law Review
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF (1979);
ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE (1968 - 1985)

Land Use Law and Zoning Digest
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Landlord and Tenant Review
1997 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

The Law: a monthly magazine of legal matters
for the profession and the public conducted by
members of the bar
Vol. 1 (Nov. 1874/Apr. 1875) - vol. 2 (May 1875/July 1875)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF;
ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Law Guardian
No. 1 (Feb. 1965) - no. 86 (Dec. 1972)
5 vols.
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

Law and History Review
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE

The Law Journal
Vol. 1 (1866) - vol. 115 (1965)
Shelf Reference: DESK I - DESK III;
ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

The Law Journal County Courts Reporter
1912 - 1924; 1926 - 1933
Shelf Reference: DESK III

The Law Librarian
Shelf Reference: SC - APPLY TO STAFF

Law Magazine, or, Quarterly Review of Jurisprudence
Vol. 1 (1828/1829) - vol. 55 (1856); new series vol. 24
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

The Law Magazine and Law Review
[2nd series] vol. 1 (1856) - vol. 32 (1871/1872);
[3rd series] vol. 1 (1872) - vol. 4 (1875); 4th series vol. 1 (1875/1876) - vol. 23 (1897/1898);
5th series vol. 1 (1898/1899) - vol. 40 (1914/1915)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

Law Notes
Vol. 6 (1887); vol. 22 (1903) - vol. 113, no. 1 (Jan. 1994)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

Law, Probability and Risk

The Law Quarterly Review
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – L (1885 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE (1885 - 1952), WESTLAW (1986 onwards)

The Law Review and Quarterly Journal of British and Foreign Jurisprudence
Vol. 1 (1844/1845) - vol. 23 (1855/1856)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

Law Society Gazette
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – L (Vol. 27 1929 - vol. 68 1971; vol. 80 1983 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE (vol. 1 1903 – vol. 46 1949), LEXIS (1987 onwards)

The Law Students' Journal
Vol. 18 (1896) - vol. 39 (1917)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF
The Law Students' Magazine
[Old series] vol. 1 (1844/1845) - vol. 6 (1848); New series vol. 1 (1849) - vol. 3 (1851)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

The Law Times
Shelf Reference: DESK VII (1843 - 1965); ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE (1843 – 1952)

Law Under Review
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

The Lawyer
Vol. 8, issue 16 (19 April 1994) - June 2018
Shelf Reference: DESK XIII

The Lawyer's and Magistrate's Magazine
Vol. 1 (1790) - vol. 6 (1794)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

Legal Action
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - L

Legal Business
Issue 31 (Jan./Feb. 1993) onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – L

Legal Ethics
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

The Legal Examiner
Vol. 1 (1831/1832) - vol. 3 (1832/1833)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF; ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

The Legal Examiner : A Journal of General Jurisprudence and Public Economy
1853
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

The Legal Examiner and Law Chronicle
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF (vol. 1 1833 - vol. 3 1834); ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE (vol. 1 1833 – vol. 5 1835)

The Legal Examiner, Weekly Reporter and Journal of Medical Jurisprudence
1852
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

Legal Guide
Vol. 1 (1838/1839) - vol. 8 (1842)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF; ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Legal Information Management : Journal of the British and Irish Association of Law Librarians
Vol. 1 (2001) onwards
Shelf Reference: 70; ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW

The Legal Observer
Vol. 1 (1830/1831) - vol. 52 (1856)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF; ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

The Legal Practitioner : And Solicitor's Journal with abridgments of practice cases
Nov. 1846/Aug. 1847
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

The Legal Review
Vol. 1 (1812/1813)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF; ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE

Legal Studies

Legal Theory
Planning and Environmental Law
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE

Planning and Environmental Law Bulletin
1991 - 2001
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

The Police Journal

Privacy and Data Protection

Private Client Business
1992 onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – P; ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Proceedings of the American Society of International Law
Shelf Reference: INTERNATIONAL LAW - JOURNALS

Proceeds of Crime Review: The Journal of Asset Forfeiture
No. 1 (2008) - no. 7 (2012)
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - P

Professional Negligence
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – P (Vol. 1 1985 onwards); ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW (2005 onwards)

Professional Standards Bulletin
No. 9 (1993) - no. 18 (Oct. 1998)
Shelf Reference: OLD EDITIONS – L

Property Law Journal
No. 5 (Apr. 1998); no. 32 (June 1999) - 88 (Apr. 2002); no. 90 (May 2002) - no.101 (Nov. 2002); no.103 (Feb. 2003); no. 105 (Mar. 2003) - no. 108 (Apr. 2003); no. 111 (May 2003) - no. 131 (May 2004); no. 134 (July 2004) onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – P

The Property Lawyer
Vol. 1 (1826) - vol. 12 (1830)
Shelf Reference: SC - APPLY TO STAFF; ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Public Law
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – P (1956 onwards); ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW (1986 onwards)

Public Procurement Law Review
1992 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW

Quantum

The Receivers, Administrators and Liquidators Quarterly
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – R

Restitution Law Review
Vol. 1 (1993) onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – R

Revenue
1991 - 1997
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - R

Review of Contemporary Law
1958 - 1969
Shelf Reference: SC - APPLY TO STAFF

Rights of Way Law Review
1990 - 2013
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – R

Simon’s Tax Briefing

Simon’s Weekly Tax Intelligence
1995 onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - S
Solicitors Journal
Shelf Reference: DESK I, II (Vol. 1 1857 - vol. 161 no. 36 2017; Vol. 162 2019 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE (1857-2021)

The Solicitor Quarterly
Vol. 1 (1962) - vol. 4 (1965)
Shelf Reference: SC - APPLY TO STAFF

The Statute Law Review
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – S (1980 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – LEXIS (1998 onwards)

The STEP Journal [Society of Trusts & Estates Practitioners]
Issue 15 (May 1996) - issue 17 (Nov. 1996); issue 19 (May 1997) - issue 23 (May 1998);
issue 26 (Feb. 1999) - issue 28 (Aug. 1999); vol. 8 issues 1 - 2 (Winter - Spring 2000); vol. 8
issue 4 (Autumn 2001); vol. 9 issues 1 - 2 (Winter - Spring 2001); vol. 9 issue 4 (Autumn
2001); vol. 12 issue 6 (Nov./Dec. 2004); vol. 14 issue 9 (Nov. 2006) - issue 10 (Dec. 2006); vol.
15 (2007) onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – S

Sweet & Maxwell's Company Law Newsletter
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - S (Issue 1 1997 onwards); ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW (2003 onwards)

Tax Journal
2003 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

Taxation
Shelf Reference: SC – APPLY TO STAFF (Vol. 39 1947 - vol. 57 1956); ONLINE RESOURCE – LEXIS (2001 onwards)

The Templar, or, a Monthly Register of Legal and Constitutional Knowledge
Vol. 1 (Feb./July 1788) - vol. 2 (Aug. 1788/Jan. 1789)
Shelf Reference: SC - APPLY TO STAFF;
ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Tolley’s Employment Law Newsletter
1998 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – LEXIS

Tolley’s Health and Safety at Work
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – T (Vol. 4 no. 3 1996 - vol. 8 no. 8 2001; 2002 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – LEXIS (2002 onwards)

Tolley’s Insolvency Law and Practice
Vol. 13 (1997) onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

Tolley’s Practical Tax Newsletter
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – T (Vol. 36, pt. 1 Jan 2015 onwards); ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS
(1999 onwards)

Tolley’s Practical VAT Newsletter
1999 - 2013
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - LEXIS

The Transactions of the Law Amendment Society
15th session (1857/1858) - 17th session (1859/1860)
Shelf Reference: LV - APPLY TO STAFF

Transactions of the Medico-Legal Society
Vol. 1 (1902/1904) - vol. 26 (1931/1932)
Shelf Reference: SC - APPLY TO STAFF;
ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE

Transnational Legal Theory
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE

Trust Law and Practice
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - T

Trust Law International
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS – T (Vol. 5 1991; vol. 6 nos. 2 - 4 1992; vol. 8 1994 onwards);
ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW (Vol. 19 no. 3 2005 onwards)

Trust Quarterly Review
Vol. 1 issues 2 - 4 (2003); vol. 2 issues 1 - 2 (2004); vol. 3 (2005) - vol. 10 (2012)
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - T
Trusts and Estates Law and Tax Journal
No. 54 (Mar. 2004) onwards
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - T

Trusts and Estates Law Journal
No. 1 (Nov. 1998) - no. 2 (Dec. 1998); no. 11 (Nov. 1999) - no. 42 (Dec. 2002); no. 46 (May 2003) - no. 47 (Jun. 2003); no. 50 (Oct. 2003) - no. 53 (Jan./Feb. 2004)
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - T

Trusts and Estates Tax Journal
No. 1 (Nov. 1999) - no. 43 (Jan./Feb. 2004)
Shelf Reference: JOURNALS - T

Trusts and Trustees
Vol. 3 (1996) onwards

UCL Journal of Law and Jurisprudence
2012 onwards
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - HEINONLINE, WESTLAW

UCL Jurisprudence Review

Uniform Law Review / Revue de Droit Uniforme
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE

VAT Digest
2007 - 2016
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – WESTLAW

The WIPO Journal
2009 - 2016
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW

Woodfall Landlord and Tenant Bulletin
Shelf Reference:
JOURNALS – W (2002 onwards)
ONLINE RESOURCE - WESTLAW (2007 onwards)

World Politics
Vol. 1 (1948/1949) - vol. 72 (2020)
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE

World Trade Review

Zoning Digest
Shelf Reference: ONLINE RESOURCE – HEINONLINE